THE TALK

Rush hour From left: Felicity Irons
harvests rush for floor mats
and baskets near Bedfordshire,
England; rush matting in Pauline
de Rothschild’s London dining
room, decorated by John Fowler.
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Stourhead, [Jasper] Conran. Victoria de Rothschild’s
order was for a $500 pair of slippers and Conran’s for
matting for his Dorset estate. Irons was late on the
Conran assignment. Mildly desperate, she invented the
only excuse she knew the designer, a noted snob, would
accept. ‘‘I told him it was because of a job for Prince
Charles,’’ Irons told me. ‘‘But then Jasper was invited to
dinner at Clarence House, which obviously I wasn’t
counting on, and at one point he turns to H. R. H. and
says, ‘Is it true, sir, you’re the one holding up my mats?’ ’’
Since Robert Kime, the prince’s decorator, had been in
touch with Irons about doing something at Highgrove,
the incident was written off as a charming half-truth.
Of course, the Elizabethans never imagined matting as
serving a purely decorative purpose. (If you can afford it,
you probably also have under-floor heating.) In ‘‘The
Taming of the Shrew,’’ the servant Grumio reviews the
preparations for the newlyweds, asking, ‘‘Is supper
ready, the house trimmed, rushes strewed, cobwebs
swept?’’ In a letter to Cardinal Wolsey’s physician about
the state of British floors, the philosopher Erasmus
could not hide his disgust: ‘‘Almost all … are of clay
and rushes from the marshes, so carelessly renewed that
the foundation sometimes remains for 20 years,
harboring there below spittle and vomit and urine of
dogs and men, beer that hath been spewed up.’’
If rush matting is no longer a solution to domestic
hygiene gone wild, it remains a ‘‘difficult’’ proposition,
according to Richard Zolt of the New York-based Stark
Carpet, which represents Waveney. ‘‘A customer spends
thousands of dollars on a 9-by-12 rug, then you send them
a watering can and wish them luck? Not everyone gets it.
You have to be the right kind of person: old school.’’ ■
Essentials England
Felicity Irons’s Rush Matters is located in the village of Colesden
in Bedfordshire (011-44-1-234-376-419; rushmatters.info). In
2008, her two-day weaving workshops will be held June 28-29,
Sept. 13-14 and Nov. 15-16 (about $ 320). All mats are made
to order at the farm; baskets and smaller items are also available
from David Mellor (davidmellordesign.com), Daylesford Organic
(daylesfordorganic.com) and R. K. Alliston (rkalliston.co.uk). Those
visiting Rush Matters should stay at Cornfields in Colmworth, a
good restaurant with five modern rooms in a hushed rural setting
(011-44-1-234-378-990; cornfieldsrestaurant.co.uk; doubles
from $240). Waveney in Oulton Broad, Suffolk, can be visited by
appointment (011-44-1-502-538-777; waveneyrush.co.uk). Its
baskets are available at Mallett in New York (212-249-8783).
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Floor show Irons teaches students how to weave rush
during two-day classes at her workshop.

